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PLANNING MEETING!!!
PLANNING MEETING!!!
Saturday, November 3,
2012
Weathervane Restaurant,
Rt. 101, Bedford, NH
Meeting Beginning at 2:30 PM
Followed by dinner at the restaurant
Dinner will be subsidized by club, $10 for individual members,$15 for family!

DON’T MISS IT!

ALL PLANNING FOR 2013 ACTIVITIES WILL
HAPPEN AT THIS MEETING!!!!!
WHAT WE DO IS UP TO YOU OUR MEMBERS
So be sure to come and tell us what you would like to do
with the GSCA in 2013
Should we continue: Day drives? Driving weekends with camping or perhaps with
nicer places to stay?
Should we try: Clinics? More membership gatherings without horses but possibly
with programs? A day of playing driving games? Perhaps a Road Marathon?
Something else?
Do you know: of a good new place for a drive? Want to host a drive or other event
or know someone else who might?
If you can’t possibly come to the Planning Meeting please call Planning Chairman
Cathy McLeod at (603) 673-5071 or e-mail her at: clmcleod@myfairpoint.net & give
her your ideas

SHELBURNE FARMS & CHARLOTTE BONUS
DRIVE
Don and Karen Gammon's team of Halflingers set the
pace on the open road for the bonus drive. Nancy
Wines-DeWan, friend Betsy Abbott, and Nancy's
Icelandic pony pose against Lake Champlain and the
Adirondacks at Shelburne Farms.

These two images framed four days of driving for six
turnouts.
Mary and Rick Hayes brought their pair of Morgans up
from Connecticut. (We apologize for having no photo
of them -whenever they were in, we were out, and vice
versa. So please imagine them within the Coach Barn
in the background.) Connie and Rick Moses came
from Guilford, NH, Don and Karen Gammon came
from Sanford, Maine, and Rick Vanderploeg from Underhill, Vermont drove his pair of Morgans on the
bonus drive and drove one alone at Shelburne Farms. Rick was also the organizer of the bonus drive,
clearly the highlight of the week.

Lucia and Jim Owen came from Stoneham,
Maine with Lucia's ex-dressage horse and
met up with good friend Peter Wendland
(above for a morning drive around the farm.
The driving at Shelburne Farms provided

Owens Left,

Rick Vanderploeg right

everyone with interesting stories, from serious white-knuckle episodes (see Connie's article) to lovely rainwashed moments and interesting encounters with livestock. This year the pigs were all the rage -they were
in sight instead of just in smell, and deserved their own red circle and arrow on the grounds map. The barn
facilities really made us feel part of another age - minus, of course, the army of stable hands to take care of
everything. Shelburne Farms couldn't be more accommodating, and we were glad to reciprocate by driving
up to the famous Shelburne Inn overlooking Lake Champlain, and proceed through the porte-cochere,
around the turn-around and back down for the edification of the guests - more than once for some of us.
(Hazards: open trunks, piles of luggage, small dogs and opening doors.) The porte- cochere was good
practice for the two covered bridges we had to cross during the bonus drive. The picnic drive unfortunately
took a back seat to the bonus drive, but if we put it on a different day next year, everyone who comes ought
to be able to go on it.

Those who could got together for dinner on
Monday night, and we were able to do some
planning for the bonus drive on Tuesday. Rick
Vanderploeg spent the next morning putting
up the drive signs -which received universal
praise for placement and clarity - and the
participants loaded up and drove to Steeple
Ridge Farm in Charlotte about ten miles away.

We were hitched and ready to go by one pm. Leading
the way were Dan and Karen Gammon with Jim &
Lucia Owen as passengers. The team of ponies loved
the open road between cornfields and we loved the
exhilaration of the wind and the speed plus the
unfolding views. At the first covered bridge the Moses'
caught up with us. Don & Karen drove the team back &
forth through the bridge for photo ops. A 'real life'
Rick & Connie lead the way and the Gammons
photographer of some sort was lying in wait for the first
provide the perfect picture. Thanks, Rick!
two teams at the first bridge. She snapped away with
such energy that we are all sure we will be featured in some Vermont life-style calendar. So be on the
lookout!
Rick Vanderploeg set off shortly after the first group, along with Nancy Wines- DeWan and her pony. Rick
finished the drive at just about the same time as the starters, admitting that he had walked a little bit. But
the pony surely gets the award for endurance! She (and Nancy and Betsy) finished the 14 miles in four
hours and loved every minute. The drive really was a five-star event. The only improvement would be to
have it on the day before everyone leaves so people don't have to load and unload carriages twice!

SCARY COW MOMENT AT SHELBURNE
Or, put safety first by driving defensively. by Connie Moses
While driving our pair in Shelburne, Rick and I had a close call. Our horses have 5-7 years driving
experience in many different environments, and by nature they are steadier than many driving horses. And
we make a habit of driving defensively. However, like a perfect storm, odd happenstance's came together at
once to spook our horses during our first drive-out. Rick was in the cart alone, all I could do was watch
from behind as he stood on the brake and reined them in after a couple hundred feet, while the cart got
tippy off the edge of the road and it was a really scary moment. All was well however. Amazing how
ineffective brakes are when horses are spooked!
WHAT HAPPENED: On Sunday late afternoon after
arriving, Rick and I were walking our pair along the
dirt/gravel road approaching the Farm Barn and up
ahead three vehicles were blocking the road: a horse
trailer coming towards us was stopped in the road, with
the trailer driver talking to the driver of a pickup truck
stopped in our lane, headed away from us, and a car
stopped behind her. We knew the horse trailer was
someone coming into the barn, and we knew the pickup
driver heading out was Lucia, the lady running the drive
this year. Off to our left was a herd of young cattle, well
away from the fence, and one of them, attracted to the
stopped traffic, had begun slowly walking towards the
stopped vehicles. We still were approaching at a walk,
expecting the traffic to clear the way since they were
blocking the whole road. Well, as we got closer ALL the

cows started approaching the road, following the leader, and Gilford (our left-hand horse closest to the
cattle) started getting worried. At that point we stopped about 20 feet from the vehicles and I got out
intending to head up Gilford, who was acting more and more nervous. Rick called out to the trailer driver to
clear the way please, "the cows are coming!" The horse trailer driver had gotten out of his truck and was
still talking to Lucia. The car behind Lucia (closest to us) was not even part of our GSCA group and people
in the back seat were just laughing. By then our carriage was trapped behind the second car. There was no
room for us to turn off the roadway to the right, which had a sloped shoulder, and turning to the left
would have meant turning towards the cows. Pretty much out of the question by then.
So the horse trailer driver got back in, started up his diesel (which he had turned off) and the engine firing
up was more than the boys could handle with the whole herd of cows coming at them-- just as the cars
started moving and Rick let the horses start to move they bolted and veered off onto the right shoulder
trying to get away from the cows. The shoulder sloped down towards a ditch and a high-tension wire fence
which was practically invisible-- another horrible thought crossing my mind, in addition to imagining the
carriage tipping over, as I watched helpless from behind. The pickup and car moved away just quickly
enough for Rick to bring the pair back up onto the roadway and get them stopped. There were drag marks
in the gravel and the grass from the carriage wheels being locked by Rick's braking. Our drive hostess Lucia
heard Rick yelling WHOA and she turned around and came back to be sure we were OK, but she hadn't
even known we were there because her rear view was blocked by the car behind her, whose occupants
didn't have a clue.
HOW SCARY WAS IT?: I'd say that was the closest we've ever come to a potential serious wreck. What
scared me was how the carriage started tipping on that slope, and not being able to see how steep it was
ahead of the carriage, or if the ditch was deep enough to catch a wheel. There are lots of ditches off the
sides of those roads. It would not be a pretty sight if a carriage ever flipped onto its side, that would make
any horse go bonkers. It wasn't so cool to see the carriage wheels locked up dragging in the dirt either, with
the horses still bolting and RIck pulling as hard as he could on the reins.
WHAT WE SHOULD HAVE DONE!: I think it's kinda like driving a car, if you're driving defensively you look
ahead and anticipate the worst in your mind, so you are more prepared, and don't have "expectations" as
to what another person is going to do. In that cow incident, we had plenty of time to stop or turn around
when we first saw the situation ahead. We kept walking slowly, thinking the vehicles were going to move
away before we got there. We had an opportunity for about a minute, when we saw the single cow walking
our way, to either stop and stand or turn and go back. But we didn't, because we didn't expect it to turn
into a trap, even when Gilford started getting antsy.
We SHOULD NOT have proceeded based on expecting the way to be cleared, or expecting the boys to be OK.
It was their first drive-out in a "strange" location, after trailering for nearly three hours; it was a little bit
windy and they do sometimes start out jumpy in a new place; and we had already noticed that Gilford was
more high-headed (nervous) than usual. In fact we had remarked how that day it was Gilford instead of
Glen who was shying at the side of the road, when typically Glendale does that but not Gil. "Usually." So
the moral is, don't try to predict what's going to happen with either animals, people or horses. DO try to
read a situation early enough to change it from potentially threatening to safer, or avoid it altogether. In
the future we will look further ahead and take more precautions to ward off any potential situation. That
one was totally avoidable by us. Yet neither I nor Rick anticipated it to come to a flash point like that, it
seemed to us like there was plenty of time for the vehicles to move out, and with only one cow walking
towards us (at first!) it looked more like a training moment for Gilford than the crisis moment that it turned
into so quickly.
OTHER SHELBURNE FARM ANIMAL ENCOUNTERS: We practiced pig passings-- we had been warned where
the pigs were, and were ready to handle it as a training experience. It was the same area where our boys
had spooked briefly last year merely from the smell of the pigs, when they were so far away WE never saw or
smelled the pigs and found out later the pig pen was there, back away from the road. The pigs were on a
narrower road but one with low traffic. This year we were always solo when we chose that route (no other
carriages.) And Rick allowed the boys to approach slowly and stop for several moments, and stop a few
extra times, to get a good look at the pigs. They were both nervous, and Gil was snorting and blowing a bit.
They were never "trapped" but they were not forced into moving forward, Rick would ask them to walk up
once they had relaxed a bit. He was as prepared as possible to prevent them from veering off to the side, and
I was ready with a second whip to slap them on the butt to get their attention if they started freaking out,
just to get them to go forward if it was needed. (Our driving whip is so floppy it has virtually no influence
when they are distracted by something major.)
So they got past the pigs 3 or 4 times from different
directions and we lived to tell about it. Luckily a pig didn't run towards them, the pigs were lazy and often
sleeping. And yes, we passed several other herds of cows up there, each day, but mostly they were a little
further or a lot further from the road, and the other times there weren't any attack cows. We passed the
dairy barn 3-4 times, which is close to the road and almost always full of cows at their feeding station, in a

row facing the road, but no problems there. The boys would just stand and look at individual cows when
there were only a small number, and the cows would stare back. They did jump a little when tom turkeys in
a pen near the road all approached their fence, raised their tails and started gobbling at them. That was
funny. When the road ahead is clear, the horses perceive that they have an escape route, but typically just
speed up a few steps then come back to the reins and slow down.
WHAT IF WE HAD BEEN DRIVING TANDEM? We did not drive the pair tandem this year in Shelburne, it
was quite windy most of the days and not conducive to a safe tandem experience. Had they been tandem
on the cow day, I'd like to think we would NEVER have tried to approach the cows once we saw the one
moving towards the road. Glendale as the leader would have been the nervous one, and there is very little
control over the leader's direction if he should get really balky. He has no shafts beside him to keep him
lined up straight. Probably we would have turned around, or possibly I would have jumped out to head up
Glendale, and we could have stood and waited a good distance away. Being in a more conservative frame
of mind when driving them tandem, we might likely have tried to avoid passing any cattle fields if possible.
Last year we drove them tandem the very last day, without incident, when we had a good idea where most
of the herds were, and also after they were tired out from three days of driving. I seriously doubt if we would
have tried to pass the pigs in a tandem rig, but if we had, I would have been on the ground at Glen's head,
with a lead line on him. Sometime all it takes when they get worried is just for me to walk ahead of them.
Well no one has ever said our horse entertainment is the safest thing in the world... and I don't think the
passengers in that car had any idea it was a dangerous situation. Always an adventure!

14th ANNUAL
ELLET & SHIRLEY SEAVEY MEMORIAL
CARRIAGE DRIVE
Well, the weather did not cooperate much better for
the October 14 rain date for the 14th Annual Ellet &
Shirley Seavey Memorial Carriage Drive. The drive
was postponed from it's original date due to over 3
inches of rain the weekend of June 2 & 3. The
weather wasn't quite as bad, but rain showers in the
morning kept many away from this fabulous drive.
By 10 am Sunday, 3 hearty
riders and 2 drivers arrived to take in the fall beauty
around Little Massabesic Lake and Tower Hill Pond.
Trails and loops ranging
from 3-4 miles to as much as 10-12 miles are
available and the footing on the dirt carriage trails
and fire roads, even with the rain was superb.
The leaves as always were near peak color, the
temperatures were average for the season, in the mid
50's and the rain cleared out by mid-morning. Linda
and I would like to thank Connie Moses for coming

Linda & Eric Wilking hitch up
down to help with the drive and Corin
Brennan, Ginger Chiappetta, and Katie
Haynes for riding and Terry & Cheryl Veinot
who went for a carriage drive with Linda and
Connie.
The attendance numbers for this drive have
been dropping in recent years from the 40+
we hosted in 2007, 08 and 09, to 1, 2 or 3
riders/drivers in 2010, 11 and 12. The
Terry & Cheryl Venoit rerady to head out

weather has not been
cooperating with the
dates but, we need
information from club
members as to ways to

L: Corin B, Katie, Ginger Chappetta, Linda Wilking

R: Corin Brennen

make the drive more appealing to all drivers and riders. Please take a
minute and contact any club officer, Board of Director or Linda and I
directly with ideas, dates, etc… for this event.
Our e-mail is wilking1@comcast.net. The planning meeting is November 3,
so any ideas will be shared at the meeting to try to return this drive to the
attendance of the past.
Linda and I are committed to continue to host this important drive for our
club, and continue to honor the commitment and vision of some of our
founding members, Ellet and Shirley Seavey.
Sincerely, Linda & Eric Wilking

WHAT TRAILS DO YOU USE IN BEAR BROOK STATE PARK?
Hi All
Important Trail Riders & drivers-Please pass this along to your members and friends. This is a second
request to equestrians who ride Bear Brook State Park. I need to know what trails you use at this Park.
This information will be used in the signing of the parks' trails. Part of the Mountain Bike 5 year plan is to
sign trails for difficulty and recommended usage. State rule is that horses are only allowed on road-width
trails. So any trail that may not fit this criteria could be closed to our use. Knowing and listing what trails
you use will help with negotiating special permission to keeping any commonly used trails that do not fit
the road width requirement.
Please e-mail me at nhhctrails@aol.com your list of trails that you use or post it on the Bear Brook State
Park (Friends Of) Facebook page (has 132 likes) (info on trails in this park)
Debbie Briscoe
NHHC Trails Liaison
There are tentative plans that the State will use Bear Brook as a model for a multi-use trail park.
FYI-"Single Track" is commonly thought as a mountain bike trail but equestrian trails can also be described
as single and double track trails. The definition of a single track tread forces trail users to travel single file,
they must move off or to the side when meeting or passing others. Double track treads allow users to travel
abreast, meet or easily pass. Single track tread trails are commonly used for riding as long as there is room
to pass.(areas 2-3 ft beside the tread are cleared of brush and saplings, to accommodate room for passingleaving anything over 6 inches in diameter-this area does not have to be clear cut). Road width trails could
be interpreted as being cleared cut 7 ft or wider. Minimum width of a double track equestrian trail is 6 ft
with tight passing. ATV and snowmobile trail widths accommodate horses easily.

BEWARE OF LOGGING AT TOWER HILL POND SOUTH OF BEAR BROOK
Logging activities are in process north of tower hill pond and south of bearbrook -aka trail #15 and #12
intersection up to and through the power lines.
Operations are typically during the week days. All horseback riders should "keep out" as trucks will be
moving through this area and drivers will not see you or your horses and loggers will certainly not be
looking for riders. This is considered a High Risk area during logging and it will be taped off.
Most of you who ride Tower hill pond and park at the SNHSS club using the trail behind the clubhouse to
access the trail surrounding the pond, will be safe if you continue to head south, going under the 101
overpass, crossing Old Candia Rd and crossing Depot Rd going into the Maze.
Do not head north to bearbrook, this is the area that MWW is Logging and is restricted. Violators may be
fined and it would not doubt raise the issue of "problems with horseback riders" again; prompting MWW to
deny riders the privilege to ride these trails. Remember we do NOT have a right to ride here we have a
privilege, this is Private property owned and controlled by MWW (manchester water works).
Some may recall that 2 yrs. ago some riders rode through a taped off area and when told by the forester to
turn around, they continued. Following this disregard for the safety of their horses, themselves and putting
the loggers in a high risk situation. No logger wants to drop a tree on a person, rider or their horse. So
respect their safety and your own, keep out of this area to ensure that we continue to enjoy the privilege to
ride these beautiful trails.
Thank you for your continued cooperation as it will ensure horseback riders continue to have access to
these trails.
Avis Rosenfeld

THE CARRIAGE BARN EQUINE ASSISTED THERAPY PROGRAMS NOW OFFERING
LESSONS IN PORTSMOUTH, NH
The Carriage Barn is pleased to announce that it is now offering therapeutic horseback riding and carriage
driving lessons at Peverly Hill Stables in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Peverly Hill Stables is a professionally managed boarding and riding facility, set on a remarkably secluded
hilltop at the Hett family farm a few miles from downtown Portsmouth. The property is a historic, multigenerational farm preserved by a conservation easement that includes barns, several acres of pasture, and
an unbeatable view of the sunset over 42 acres.
The Carriage Barn Equine Assisted Therapy Programs are offered throughout the year and seek to enhance
physical, psychological, cognitive, and emotional healing and strengthening through equine activities.
Benefits of equine assisted therapies for individuals with disabilities are highly recognized by medical
professionals, including occupational, physical, speech, mental health, and recreational therapists.
“We believe that a quiet, natural, outdoor setting provides a serene learning environment,” says Ann Miles,
Executive Director of The Carriage Barn. “Horses provide the opportunity for a unique relationship that
nurtures and empowers their human partners in a way that brings new insights, self-confidence, improves
communications, and relaxation.”
Other physical benefits include flexibility, balance, muscle strength, coordination, memory, sequencing,
attention span, and self-awareness. These programs use a team approach with the client, therapist,
instructor, and horse to help each participant maximize the benefits or their equine relationship.
The Carriage Barn is a Member Center of the Professional Association for Therapeutic Horsemanship,
International (PATH, formerly NARHA), as well as various regional and national organizations. For more
information visit www.carriage-barn.com or contact The Carriage Barn at carriage-barn@comcast.net or by
phone #603-378-0140.

VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME AT THE CARRIAGE BARN
The Carriage Barn Equine Assisted Therapy Program is looking for volunteers to assist with Therapeutic
Horseback Riding & Carriage Driving, Fundraising, Events, and Fun Activities. Volunteers are needed at
various times throughout the week to work with horses and clients.
Adults and retirees welcome (volunteers must be at least 14 years old). Experience and horse knowledge is
a plus, but is not required. Anyone interested in learning more can contact The Carriage Barn at:
603-378-0140 or e-mail carriage-barn@comcast.net.

The program is providing services in Portsmouth, NH and seeks to promote the health and well-being people
who have disabilities by enhancing their physical, psychological, cognitive and emotional healing. Program
activities utilize horses to provide opportunities for these individuals to form unique relationships that
nurture and empower participants in a way that brings new insights, self-confidence, improved
communication, and relaxation. In the context of a quiet, natural outdoor setting, these activities provide
a serene learning environment.
The program is a 501c3 Not-for-Profit Organization, as well as a member center of the Professional
Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship, International.

FOR SALE
Historic GSCA Photos on CD! Dave Herrick treated Annual Meeting attendees to a continuous slide
show, created from GSCA archived photos and recent drive/ride events. Some of them may be YOU!!
CDs will be made available of these interesting photographs. Dave Herrick has offered to make CDs for
those desiring to purchase them. A $10 donation to GSCA will be accepted by the Treasurer. Please contact
Marilyn WIlliams, mwilliams@courier.com to order, or send payment to GSCA Photo CD, Marilyn Williams,
54 Pilgrim Drive, Litchfield, NH 03052

UPCOMING EVENTS OF INTEREST

OCT.26-28

FIRST ANNUAL FALL FESTIVAL OF DRIViNG. Touchstone Farm, Temple, NH Contact:
www.touchstone-farm.org

NOV. 3

GSCA PLANNING MEETING. Weathervane Restaurant, Biddeford, NH.
Contact: Connie, Moses cmoses@metrocast.net. OR 603) 528-1531

NOV. 4

FALL HARVEST ADT SERIES. Mary Gray Driving Center, Verrill Stables, Danville, NH.
Contact: (603) 974-2357 or mgdrivingcenter@comcast.net

NOV. 18

FALL HARVEST ADT SERIES. Mary Gray Driving Center, Verrill Stables, Danville, NH.
Contact: (603) 974-2357 or mgdrivingcenter@comcast.net

JAN.20.FEB.10 WINTER FIRESIDE CHATS. Mary Gray Driving Center.,Verrill Stables, Danville, NH.
FEB. 10, 24
Contact: (603) 974-2357 or mgdrivingcenter@comcast.net

THE GRANITE STATE CARRIAGE ASSOCIATION, INC.
A PLEASURE DRIVING CLUB
DRIVE WITH US JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT
(Riders Welcome)
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!
Name:______________________________________Address:___________________________________
____________________________State______Zip:_______________ Phone________________________
E-Mail____________________________________

New Membership ____ Renewal____

Any Changes from last listing? Yes No What?________________________________________
Annual Membership Single or Family $20.00.
Please make checks payable to: GSCA
For more info. call: Treasurer Marilyn Williams (603) 594-0987
Mail to: Marilyn Williams, 54 Pilgrim Drive, Litchfield, NH 03052

THE GRANITE STATE CARRIAGE ASSOCIATION
Virginia G. Laplante, Editor
137 Old Tilton Road
Canterbury, New Hampshire 03224

